
From> redacted
Sent: Monday 23 December 2019 17:58
To: Paul Hughes <Paul.Hughes@waverley.gov.uk>; Licensing Policy 
<Licensing.Policy@waverley.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Naval Club Agenda - Licensing Sub-Committee B 19 December 2019

[** This email originates from an external source **]

Hi Paul,
 
It was good to meet yourself and some of objectors last week, the opportunity to clarify our variation 
and to discuss the objections before the next meeting on the 9th January 2020 was I think quite 
productive.
 
Of the points you raised 

 I have attached a copy of the Club's current rules.
 We have reviewed the area requested for licensing based on your explanation that we could 

keep the area licensed area as is, but would be able to consume alcohol anywhere within 
the premises. I have amended the attached diagram to show this, only the unhatched area 
with the red line around requires a licence for supply of alcohol, the blue hatched area is 
that removed from the variation, the unhatched, the blue and purple areas (the premises) 
are those where alcohol can be consumed  

 We wish to remove the "Performances of Dance" request from the variation on the 
understanding this would not prevent members (or guests) from dancing at disco or similar

 
There is one area we would like further clarification on and that was the law and regulations around 
opening and the supply of alcohol for major events, e.g. football or rugby world cup. Do we add 
examples of the events to the non-standard timings? Or is there some other method?
 
The remainder of the variation we wish to retain.
 
In response to some of the objections we  

 have removed the bench where people were congregating 
 have permanently switched off one of the lights whilst we ascertain whether we can fit a 

timer,
 will be re-siting the other light to a lower level below the roof line and fitting a cowling
 will review the brightness of the lights with a view to reducing 
 have provided a channel of communication for residents to raise any concerns directly with 

ourselves

If you have queries then please do get in touch.
 
Regards
redacted
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